
CAT Version 5.62 - August 2010

Summary of Addition / Improvements

Internet 

The www.92computing.com.au  main page now has a link at the top left provided for those checking the 
web site through a mobile phone or a PDA device. This link gives direct links to the pages for tournaments 
in progress which will display correctly and easily on a mobile device.

Entry Confirmation Lists - The confirmation lists published on the internet now include quick links along 
the top to allow users to go directly to the group of players whose names start with the specified letter. 
The names are also separated into these groups for easier reading of the list. 
In addition when creating the list for publishing in Player entries there is the option to mark players in RED. 
Any player who’s entry fees are still owing will be highlighted in red on the player list. The default message 
that appears is - indicates a provisional entry as fees have not been paid in full and this can be changed to 
any message require by using the Extras section in Players Entries in the e-mail confirmations section at 
the top right - confirmation entry lists Red Indicators.

Player Entries

Ranking <> Grading - If a players ranking is entered in the ranking field and this ranking is also to be used 
for seeding purposes the ranking can be transferred to the grading field by right clicking the ? on the im-
mediate right of the Ranking field.  When creating events in Create Event Draws the players when selecting 
the seeds will be sorted by the grading number on screen.

DP button - a reminder that when using online entries and assigning doubles partners from the comment 
field the DP button (Doubles partners) should be used to remove automatically the entry from the com-
ment field when the partner is assigned. This makes it much easier to identify errors or partners still to 
be allocated especially when you use the Extras/ Data Checks - partner nominated but not yet entered 
report.

Time Draw

Match Slips - When printing match slips and selecting the Print $ symbol (players owing fees) then $ sym-
bol will print in red if you are using a colour printer. The symbol is also larger so to make this fact more 
obvious.

Player Schedule - The player schedule posted on the internet  - orderp.htm now includes the quick al-
phabetical links mentioned above in the players entry confimation lists. Rather than having to scroll down 
a rather long list in a larger tournament players can simply click the first letter of their surname to go 
directly to the required section to find their match times.

Alter Time Draw

Locked Time Draws are now displayed in yellow rather than dark grey. 

Import / Export -  The exporting of longer names (extended names) to TP in previous versions left out the 
player with the extended name - This is now repaired .


